Abstract
Introduction
Code refactoring is the act of modifying the grammatical structure of source code while retaining the code's existing behavior. According to Fowler et al.: "Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure. It is a disciplined way to clean up code that minimizes the chances of introducing bugs. In essence when you refactor you are improving the design of the code after it has been written." [14] Code refactoring reveals the quintessence of evolutionary software development [15] . It is the incremental application of design actions in pursuit of quality guided by the regard and diagnosis of undesirable design affects (aka "bad smells" -so named to connote a foul situation in need of attention) [8, 37] . In spite of the importance of refactoring as a tool to iteratively design and develop object-oriented software, little has been done to generalize refactoring beyond work that is specific to application frameworks [28] , models [19, 36] , and product lines [3] .
This work proposes using a theory of design, Thriving Systems Theory (TST) [40] , to generalize code refactoring to design refactoring. We examine 80 refactorings presented by Fowler, Beck, Kerievsky, and others [14, 20] and show that they map primarily to six of the 15 design choice properties promulgated by TST. Thus, that the remaining nine choice properties were found not to align with refactoring both informs the nature of our inquiry and forms the basis of our generalization. As a theory of design, Thriving Systems Theory recognizes the role of reflective practice [34] as a key ingredient in the process of iterative product design and development [22] . Even though this is an important part of methodologies like Agile software development [7, 12] , a theoretical understanding will strengthen our ability to assess the evolving quality in artifact design.
As we generalize code refactoring to design refactoring, we leverage Lee and Baskerville [23] to generalize refactoring from a limited conceptualization, rooted in technical rationality [34] , to a broader design theory (TST) that can be used:
 At different levels of abstraction using the same principles [25, 33, 35] ;  To generate domain specific ontologies (e.g., for object-oriented programming) using a common taxonomy [9, 38, 41] ; and  In iterative software delivery to harmonize changing stakeholder intensions & requirements, design actions, and reflective practice [12, 22, 39] .
In reflective practice, this generalization applies to refactorings that are in the abstract or instance domains [24, 16, 19, 33] and are holistic or prescriptive [14, 20, 
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Proceedings of the 50th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences | 2017 URI: http://hdl.handle.net/10125/41731 ISBN: 978-0-9981331-0-2 CC-BY-NC-ND 37] . We illustrate how this generalization might be useful to inform reflective practice when refactoring in iterative software delivery, e.g., based on Agile development [6, 27, 32] and DevOps [21] . Within the design, development and delivery cycle, the reflective practice considers structural (e.g., modularity and cohesion [5, 44] ), behavioral (e.g., correctness and reliability [18, 29] ), and aesthetic properties of the software.
Aspects of design quality
The expressed goal of code refactoring is to improve the software's design quality -to increase its "value." Understanding the relationship between refactoring and design quality requires an interpretive framework. The design choice properties presented in Thriving Systems Theory (TST) are presented as a vocabulary to further this discussion. [ TST specifies fifteen properties of design choices that differentiate aspects of quality in an artifact. (See Table 1 .) Each property reflects design quality, depicted and reinforced by means of a generic design action that when applied effectively, intensifies that property to enhance the design quality of the artifact as a whole. To apply TST as a quality lens to the design choices of a particular artifact the generic design actions must be transliterated as actions in the artifact's specific formative paradigm, the dimensions of its existence (i.e. its context, purpose, behavior, medium of description, means of construction, etc.).
Computing professionals readily recognize the first six properties in Table 1 as desirable structural qualities in documentation, source code, process models, data models, or any overall organization. They are characteristics amenable to being quantified [11] . The remaining nine properties basically defy quantification because they mostly evoke personal, emotional, or psychological reactions mediated by culture, education, and experience that form a person's world-view.
In Figure 1 , TST's fifteen choice properties appear on the circle's circumference. Again, six of these properties articulate structural qualities of design while the other nine articulate quality aspects of a more aesthetic nature that involve subjective assessment. The confluence of the six properties of design structure appears in the convergence of the pair-wise combination of their property affects -shaded in salmon. The six properties cluster to articulate progressively more complex, structural qualities described in greater detail in [40] . The remaining nine properties likewise cluster to articulate increasingly complex aesthetic qualities more readily interpreted through analogy -shaded in green. In progressive pair-wise composition the clusters frame and name the quality affect that the stakeholders experience of the artifact in comprehending it, in using it, and in adapting or modifying it -where the culminating fusion of all the properties is thriving.
Figure 1 -Choice Properties Conflating as Design Quality Clusters
Observers apprehend the affects of an artifact's choice properties in confluence as a composite sense of design quality. Each observer perceives the import of the properties personally -through their own "eye of the beholder." While every design exhibits all of these fifteen properties, each observer may interpret each property's significance somewhere in the range of barely perceptible through pronounced conspicuousness. It is the skilled designer who discerns in the overall quality the impact of individual choice properties while a novice observer may sense quality, but only as a blur of property affects.
"Bad smells" as design quality deficit
The enumeration of refactorings provided by others [14, 20] is their effort to specify what they understand of their tacit knowledge of "bad smells." They propose to both explain and communicate their tacit knowledge of refactoring to others who aspire to learn the skill. Based upon their summary of each of 80 situations needing refactoring, and the consequent refactoring actions they prescribe, we are able to identify Fowler et al.'s and Kerievsky's refactorings that attend to specific TST choice properties [14, 20] . Table 1 tallies the number of refactorings that associate with specific choice properties. Albeit that every choice property plays some role in any design choice, most of their refactorings adhere primarily to an individual property, a few to two properties and one registers three properties.
All but four instances of these refactorings adhere to choice properties that characterize "structural" code manipulation, grammatical in nature, to resituate or reorient syntactic elements of troublesome code. Remediation is prescribed as primarily grammatical or structural often amenable to formulaic manipulations that may be automated in code editors or IDE's [13, 25] . The four non-structural exceptions are instances where refactoring actions apply "naming" or "renaming" of code elements to clarify or signify the programmer's motivation; these refactorings incorporate knowledge of the purpose of the code that cannot be gleaned from the source code alone in either the activity of recognition or remediation. Rather, they infer what the code is "meant" to achieve.
Our exercise of identifying refactorings adhering to respective choice properties points to technical debt [8, 37] that reflects design choices deficient in some corresponding aspect of design quality. The prescribed refactoring applies design actions to remediate the deficiency. The alignment of the specific design actions that Fowler, Beck, Kerievsky and others prescribe in each of their refactorings with design quality choice properties indicates that the detection, diagnosis, as well as the treatment of bad smells derive from their tacit theory of a specific choice property's role in design quality [37] . This offers a clear example of tacit knowledge [30] acquired by dealing with and resolving myriad incidents of "breakdown," failures in program code to effectively and efficiently express the stakeholders' intensions (stakeholders: users, clients, analysts, programmers) [43] . Left unresolved, these code breakdowns incur extraneous effort each time the code is attended to; thus amounting to technical debt, and perhaps "design debt" [8, p. 50, 20, p. 15] , that accumulates as cost associated with code maintenance and inevitably erodes the code's value. It is further noteworthy that, in code refactoring, the prevailing tacit theory of design quality is almost entirely confined to the structural properties of program code.
This finding that refactorings in the literature are nearly exclusively structural in nature proceeds from the prescription that code refactoring must retain the code's behavior unchanged [14, 20, 37] . And thus, absent any specific foreknowledge of the authoring programmer's intended purpose of the code (or what Peter Naur calls "the theory of the program" [26] ), refactoring must treat the code as fully self-evident as-is. Code refactoring in the philosophical terms of objectivist hermeneutics, suggests "all the meaning of the text resides in the text" [43, p. 27] . Code refactoring (particularly automated refactoring) relies upon this self-evident "meaning" of the source code. In this sense, code refactoring is useful only when quality deficits are completely self-contained in the code itself.
Unpacking code refactoring
Code refactoring applies only manipulations that result in a semantically equivalent transformation -the "meaning" of the code (evidenced by its behavior) does not change. In effect, programmers refactor grammatically valid code to render a different grammatically valid code but, without any semantic change. The possible transformations that achieve this semantic isomorphism are defined and confined by the code's language paradigm that frames the expressible structure and behavior. The language paradigm (in this case object-orientation) is de facto both a special ontology of the design space and a generative grammar. (Special ontologies identify individuals, attributes, relationships, and classes defining relevant concepts of interest that establish a framework for reasoning within a specific domain.) As a special ontology, the language paradigm defines the structure and behavior that can be expressed as code (usually text). As a generative grammar the language paradigm defines the various grammatically equivalent expressions. Since code refactoring applies only meaning-invariant transformations, only transformations within that paradigm's special ontology that produce identical behavior (in terms of deterministic interpretation) are acceptable refactorings. Reframed by this unpacking, the definition of code refactoring is as follows:
Code refactoring applies design actions expressible in the ontological scope of the language paradigm to rectify deficits of design quality adherent to structural choice properties while preserving the code's behavior. Figure 2 , code refactoring applies to an extant artifact under the presumption that it faithfully represents stakeholders' intensions (i.e., it behaves appropriately). Refactoring is applied when structural aspects of the artifact are flawed; that when recognized as choice property deficiencies, they are remediated by design actions proposed to strengthen those deficient properties. In its purest use, code refactoring does not revisit or consider modification of the antecedent stakeholder intensions.
As depicted in
In the case of code refactoring Fowler, Beck, Kerievsky and others are sensitized to bad smells in artifacts rendered in the programming paradigm of object orientation. That paradigm adheres to a special ontology of object orientation as shown in Figure 3 [41, 42] . This object oriented (OO) ontology is the ontology lens depicted in Figure 2 that engenders the design actions pertinent in refactoring object oriented artifacts.
Refactoring as special purpose design
At its core, code refactoring is redesign restricted exclusively to those aspects of design choice properties that affect the facility of comprehending and manipulating working program code [14] . Dedicated as it is to preserving the behavior or functionality already coded, code refactoring is a narrowly focused demonstration of design. It is nonetheless a true exemplar of design by exhibiting: In a given design space described by a special ontology: (i) the special ontology determines the available design actions and (ii) the theory of design quality interpreted with situational awareness directs the choices of design action; and together (i) and (ii) prescribe the nature and quality of the desired artifact.
A tacit sensitivity to design flaws and facility for discerning quality is clearly founded on the skill to converse in the domain of language. By whichever label (domain of language or language paradigm) the designer's ontological understanding of the medium of expression shapes her thinking, descriptions and conversations about the artifact in the design space -as marble to the sculptor, pastels to the painter, or musical notes to the composer. "Three dimensions of this process are particularly noteworthy: the domains of language in which the designer describes and appreciates the consequences of his moves, the implications he discovers and follows, and his changing stance toward the situation with which he converses." [34, p. 95] The role of a special ontology of construction in expressing artifact features influenced the rapid growth of object orientation as the shared special ontology across the software development life cycle. The consistent use of the OO ontology for the expression of requirements, design decisions, artifact testing, and artifact evolution helps programmers in what Naur calls theory building. On this journey, programmers "form or achieve a certain kind of insight, a theory, of the matters at hand." [26, p. 253] In the refactoring literature [14, 20, 37] , the programming paradigm of the code defines: (a) the domain of language and (b) the possible moves while (c) the skill to discern consequences and implications has developed over their many years of using the OO language paradigm. The changing stance is the perceived differential -before and after applying a refactoring. The combination of (a) and (b) serve de facto as their special ontology while (c) a theory of design quality for them (their appreciative system [10, p. A50]) has evolved tacitly.
Design refactoring in a cycle of reflective practice
Not all design quality deficits reside in the code itself. Some deficits originate in the antecedent stakeholder intensions that the code proposes to constitute or in the misalignment of the software's behavior with those intensions. Remediating intensional deficiencies must attend to more than resituating or reorienting syntactic elements. The design actions of the four refactorings (4 of the 80) that did not adhere to structural choice properties in Table 1 focused on clarifying the purpose of program code elements (renaming methods, adding assertions, and using names for numeric constants). These defects can neither be detected nor treated without revisiting the stakeholder intensions, or at least clarifying the understanding that arcs between descriptions of intension and the design goals targeted in the development, delivery, and acceptance of the artifact. These four instances of quality deficit adhere to the aesthetic choice property of identity. Where refactorings adhering to structural choice properties might be applied by code editors or IDE's performing "automatic" grammatical manipulations, these four can only be adjudged and treated through the stakeholders' aesthetic (subjective) sensibility, or the "capturing" thereof when design goals were elicited and articulated. While it may be true that "all the [structural] meaning resides in the text," the aesthetic choice properties adhere to a design space encompassing intension that can only be interpreted effectively through the stakeholders' experience of "what the text is intended to mean." Attending to such an expanded design space embraces a dramatically richer perspective on design quality (e.g. intension integrates meaning and purpose, purpose denotes value).
In our analysis of code refactoring and artifact quality the use of the term "stakeholder" naturally adheres to the designer or the author of the code. But the majority of interested parties making up the stakeholder community have no direct interest in the code. Their sense of quality is born primarily out of their individual experience with the design as materialized in the artifact.
This more experiential conception of design quality is what Alexander first called the "quality without a name," "QWAN," [1, p. 19] eventually addressing it as "wholeness." [2, p. 80] Refactoring an artifact as a whole (inclusive of intension and result) subsumes the stakeholders' preconception and perception of an artifact and reveals the breadth of their discernment of quality, their appreciative system [10] . Expanding refactoring beyond the "source code" to the full range of the stakeholders' experience of artifact quality requires design actions that strengthen choice properties to address not only the structural choice properties but, all fifteen TST choice properties to enfold a comprehensive perspective of the stakeholders' disposition that shaped and shapes their intensions for the artifact, in other words, the wholeness of the artifact.
As depicted in Figure 4 , after an initial artifact design, refactoring the wholeness proceeds by reflecting upon the artifact's qualities not only regarding structural properties, but also the artifact's resonance with the stakeholders' intensions. This reflection on wholeness detects flaws nominally associated with code refactoring, but also detects deficiencies that are misalignments between the artifact as realized and the strength of aesthetic choice properties the stakeholders expect. As Figure 4 indicates, the response to structurebased flaws continues to seek out design actions that address only the artifact as implemented. Enfolding aesthetic choice properties enables and insists that the reflective cycle contemplates the prospect that the antecedent stakeholder intensions may be constituent to a sense of a flawed design. Thus, the consequent refactoring must consider adjusting the expression of or essence of the intensions to resolve all choice property weaknesses or imbalances through design actions targeting the overall value of the artifact. Resolving aesthetically deficient stakeholder experiences routinely involves modifying artifact behavior. Furthermore, stakeholder intensions will likely evolve even prior to the initial fabrication of the target artifact as the stakeholder(s) and designer refine their intensions through cycles of reflection.
Figure 4 -Refactoring the Wholeness in a Reflective Practice Design Cycle
Each cycle of assessing the artifact's design quality, revisiting the antecedent intensions and applying design actions not only brings about the artifact's evolving transformation but also, continuously informs the designer's sense of the artifact's target quality as a resonance with the stakeholders' intensions. The reflective cycle informs both the ability to detect and diagnose deficiencies in efficacy and efficiency and to anticipate remediating design actions -what Schön refers to as the designer's repertoire [34] . This is the natural outcome of the designer indwelling in the design space of the artifact, seeking out the stakeholders' intensions as a whole and nurturing both a tacit and explicit capacity for skillfully aligning the artifact's properties with the stakeholder intensions (and vice versa). This design space reflects Alexander's conception of wholeness. It is this wholeness that is the objective of design-as-a-verb. [2, p. 80] Such a broad notion of design as a reflective cycle represents a significantly more comprehensive process than code refactoring alone because of the inevitable evolution of intensions due to the virtually continuous changes in the environment of both the stakeholders and artifact.
Design refactoring applies design actions expressible in the ontological scope of the language paradigm to either of or both the artifact as rendered and the stakeholders' intensions to rectify deficits of design quality adherent to structural, behavioral, and aesthetic design concerns.
Within Hevner's three-cycle model [17] , design refactoring has the potential to be an important activity within the so-called design cycle, informing and being informed by the relevance cycle, within which most stakeholders determine an artifact's value. The special ontology shown in Figure 4 determines "what" range of possible artifacts may exist [16] while the theory of design quality explains "why" the stakeholders value the artifact.
Schön refers to the communication framed by the special ontology as a reflective conversation. In the case of a particular design project the vernacular derives from the language paradigm selected for describing or rendering the artifact and the designer's knowledge of the design space in question.
"Media cannot really be separated in their influence from language and repertoire. Together they make up the "stuff" of inquiry, in terms of which practitioners move, experiment, and explore. Skills in the manipulation of media, languages and repertoires are essential to a practitioner's reflective conversation with her situation, just as skill in the manipulation of spoken language is essential to ordinary conversation.
[…] Because they have developed a feel for the media and languages of their practices, the individuals we have studied can construct virtual worlds in which to carry out imaginative rehearsals of action." [34, p. 271] 
Shaping design as reflective conversation
As we conclude our exercise decomposing code refactoring to extract its founding principles and operative behaviors, we are drawn to contemplate what activity in practice the reflective conversation refactoring the design would entail. We choose the terms "conversation," and "recipe" in a concerted attempt to avoid any appearance of prescription. Both terms connote a sense of "becoming" rather than consummation. In that sense we focus on design as a "living cycle" rather than a product of construction. At its core, the "becoming" conversation echoes the Scrum premise that refining the goals of the development project depends upon a conversation between product owner, scrum master, and development team as the evolving artifact is repeatedly assessed and the product backlog and sprint planning react to the progressive learning and refinement of the project goals among the stakeholders [32] .
The three essential ingredients in a recipe of design as conversation are: a communicable depiction of the stakeholder intensions -an expression of intent, an ontological depiction of the design space consistent with that expression, and an applicable appreciative system (theory of design quality) with which to guide the selection of design actions reflective of quality design choices. The recipe that follows is a sketch of refactoring design as a reflective conversation. The following elaborates further upon each of the nine activities by referencing the keyed elements of the reflective conversation in Figure 5 .
Reflection-Driven Design Recipe
(A) Design is the act of conceiving the existence of an artifact that reflects an idea held by one or more stakeholders. The idea (particularly if shared among more than one person) must be expressed in a form explicitly providing shared access and the opportunity to seek consensus. In as much as the builders may be separate from the source of the ideas, the expression is the postulated reality that the artifact is to become.
Figure 5 -Reflective Conversation Unpacked
(B) As the expression of intent may be of any particular dialect or paradigm, the task of constructing the artifact requires defining the characteristics of its construction: the elements that will form its structure and support the behavior that will determine the experience that users and stakeholders will deem acceptable and/or satisfying.
(C) The nature of satisfaction lies in the individual stakeholder's appreciative system, those values that are held as necessary or desirable. Values are the product of culture and lived experience both individually and in community. Although in many instances individuals hold some values tacitly, those values that determine acceptability or satisfaction in community must become explicit to the extent that they are operable in an assessment of quality. Choice properties represent the dimensions of features or characteristics of an artifact that reflect the appreciative system and must be localized to the design activity at hand.
(D) Where choice properties reflect dimensions of value, design must contemplate actions that impact the structure and behavior of the artifact. Design actions are rooted in a special ontology of construction delineating resources and constructive actions specific to the design space. Designers need to know which and how to apply design actions in the "world" the artifact and stakeholders will share in order to strengthen (or weaken) the choice properties that reflect their values. Without such a correlation between design actions and choice properties, design would simply be undirected trial and error.
(E) Applying design actions is the constructive act of shaping the features and characteristics that advance the artifact in its "becoming." With each action applied the artifact advances or retreats from an alignment with the expression of intent and the degree of satisfaction manifest in its current form.
(F) Reflection is the deliberate analysis of the artifact's degree of alignment with the expression of intent. It is guided by the choice properties that reflect the appreciative system that mediates the stakeholder community's value system.
(G) If the reflection reveals a degree of alignment between artifact and expression of intent that is deficient the conversation returns to examining the relevant choice properties and then the design actions that may be applied to remediate that deficit. In effect the design cycle reverts to (D)-(E)-(F)-(G).
(H) If the reflection on the artifact and expression of intent reveals they are effectively aligned, yet the degree of satisfaction experienced is in deficit, reflection must turn to the conceptual premise of the design effort. Some aspect of the expression of intent, the ontological expression of the design space, or the interpretation of the choice properties through design actions, must be conceptualized anew. The design effort must return to (A) and reconsider the artifact's design premise.
(I) At this point in the design recipe the artifact reflects "satisfaction" and the current design is considered successful. But as satisfaction is a human experience in a dynamic world, the alignment of the artifact with the stakeholders' intensions inevitably erodes as surely as entropy increases according to the 2nd law of thermodynamics. As long as the artifact is relevant to the stakeholder community, its value deserves review and reconsideration. This is a commitment to refreshing the artifact's relevance and satisfaction -treating the artifact as a living asset.
Considering the design recipe in a context
With the above explication of the design recipe, we provide some further elaboration using some notional examples from Agile development process models and methods such as XP [6] and Scrum [32] . Utilizing the steps of the recipe, and their orientation expressed in Figure 5 . Here are some further ruminations offered for illustration.
Recipe activity (A): In a contemporary context, as would be the case with an Agile software development process such as Scrum, artifact elicitation and realization is collective between a team of developers, intercessors (e.g., product owners and scrum masters), and other stakeholders. Through this early and close contact, developers, by virtue of exposure and focus, will develop tacit familiarity with a broad range of concerns that may warrant subsequent refactoring: concerns that might be structural, behavioral, or aesthetic in nature. As user stories are developed, prioritized, assessed and ordered -even if within the product owner's purview -the team develops early awareness of the product's context, which is tethered to the ontological lens and the set of actions implied by and required by this lens. Thus, there is immediately a juxtaposition between past experience -manifest in the team members' repertoire -and the elicitation of current stakeholder intensions, that will inform reflective judgment and deterministic judgment [24] , and perhaps expose technical debt [8, 37] .
Recipe activity (B): To continue to use Agile development process models for illustration, XP particularly recognizes the need for this activity in our recipe in its traditions and concepts of architectural spike and system metaphor [6] . Both are introduced as means of developing team orientation towards an iterative realization of the product at hand through testing and confirming against prior knowledge to determine novel items and distinguish them from known patterns and techniques for success. There is little wonder then that the refactoring phenomenon emphasizes refactoring to patterns [20] as this too reflects an espoused desire to "tie" the project "down" to minimize risk and uncertainty.
Recipe activity (C): There is a theme which pervades many Agile methods that espouses team empowerment. Even as Scrum would depend on the product owner -a voice of the customer and also funnel and filter for intensions -the conveyance of the values underpinning satisfaction will always be indirect and translated [32] . As an appreciative system operates dynamically; understanding must be recreated on an ongoing basis [10] .
Recipe activities (D) and (E): Within Scrum, the emergence through iterating in a sprint, there are prescriptions for daily practice to check on the correlation, and alignment, of design actions and choice properties. Design, construction, testing, integration, and reflective consideration are important components of a continuous delivery cycle that has come to be as Agile development has evolved to promulgate the DevOps movement [21] .
Recipe activities (F), (G), and (H): Agile methods also espouse adherence to an epistemology of reflective practice as is evidenced in the 12th principle in the original Agile Manifesto [7] . By their very nature, the processes of XP [6] and Scrum [32] require pauses for inspection and assessment to ensure harmony and alignment. They also allow for changes in direction, velocity, and extent that arise from these activities. Moreover, in consideration of the evolution of the artifact, the stakeholders' appreciative system would be prone to exerting change on the artifact as the artifact has likely influenced and changed facts surrounding the world-view of the stakeholders.
Recipe activity (I): While many Agile methods assume that the method is to be employed to move a software or system project through to completion, as an evolution of Agile methods in their application, DevOps has arisen to recognize a degree of perpetuity in how the team (designers & developers) becomes attuned to systems thinking, sensitivity to feedback, and ensuing continuous learning [21] . The difference between code refactoring and design refactoring is that code refactoring stipulates the immutability of the artifact's behavior and therefore never questions the expression of intent. The purpose of code refactoring is to perfect the implementation of the initial expression of intent which reflects Argyris and Schön's conception of single loop learning [4] . When a reflective conversation reverts to reflecting anew upon the expression of intent as the possible cause of satisfaction or quality deficit and the potential of modifying both the structural and behavioral premises expressed -that reflects double loop learning [4, 31] .
While all artifacts may eventually cease to exist, their lifetime likely extends beyond the project as a scope of concern. This longitudinal aspect further suggests that, whether within the tacit knowledge of the individual developer, or manifest within the wider lore of the team, a collection and culmination of perspectives, proclivities, and propensities regarding the full spectrum of design (and design refactoring) will likely persist. It is difficult to conceive that code refactoring, even if it indwells principally within structural aspects of a design, will not spill over into a broader spectrum of design concerns. Since Agile methods are particularly "tuned in" to this possibility, we believe there are broader opportunities to "refactor" our own discourse regarding the role code refactoring plays in the overall design of systems. Specifically, we advocate for an empowered developer who, in her reflection-in-action and -on-action, often engages in double-loop learning to refactor stakeholder intensions, and subsequently engage stakeholders in iterative design [4, 6, 8, 15, 17, 22, 24, 31, 34] .
Discussion and conclusion
Figures 2 and 3 above reflect the special ontology of object orientation because that is the design space of the artifact addressed in code refactoring. If, as we propose, design is best conceived of as a reflective conversation refactoring the wholeness of an artifact (see Figures 4 and 5) , then the special ontology that is appropriate is dictated by the design space of the artifact. Such special ontologies for design propose design action guidelines aligned to the fifteen TST choice properties in Table 1 . Our ongoing research applies domain specific ontologies to entity relationship modeling and information systems security to extend design refactoring into those domains [42] .
In this paper, we explored the design quality relating code refactorings [14, 20, 37] and the choice properties of TST [40] . We examined refactoring as design actions prescribed by the special ontology of the design space. Such an ontology determines "what" range of possible artifacts may exist while the theory of design quality (e.g., TST) explains "why" the stakeholders value the artifact. Nearly all of the 80 proffered refactorings defined in [14, 20] understandably adhere to the six choice properties that relate to the structural concerns of design quality. A human perception of the wholeness of an artifact's design quality, however, extends beyond the structural [2, 40] to an appreciative system [10] . By examining code refactoring using the 15 choice properties of TST, we were able to generalize code refactoring to design refactoring, conceptualizing design and design quality to a wider range of concerns.
We describe an iterative process of design as a cycle of reflective practice that integrates structural, behavioral, and aesthetic aspects of design quality as a natural evolution of code refactoring. In software development and delivery, this iterative process creates positive feedback between programming and theory building [26] . Theory is built and developed as part of a programmer's, her team's, and her community's knowledge [17, 21] . We posit that the formula demonstrated by Fowler, Beck, Kerievsky and others for identifying technical debt in the form of bad smells, or even design debt, and consequent prescriptions for remedial design actions, can be replicated by extending the formula to include a broader spectrum of design concerns. Doing so provides a more comprehensive foundation for both effective design practice and also design pedagogy.
